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A BSTRACT
The mode conversion of symmetric into antisymmetric Lamb waves in non-damaged
CFRP plates caused by their inhomogeneity is discussed. Lamb waves in differently
stacked CFRP plates are observed via scanning laser vibrometry. In addition to the dominating wave crests observed propagating through the plates, as predictable from a macromechanical point of view, different patterns of parallel lines occur. These are analyzed and
classified into three effects: Mode conversion at micro scale (fibers) and a static bendingstretching coupling effect at meso scale (weave rovings), also causing mode conversion
under additional conditions. To consolidate the findings, tensile tests are performed and
observed with a 3D image correlation method and a volume FE model of a twill fabric
woven layer is used for static as well as dynamic simulations. The numerical results and
the experimental data show a good agreement.
K EYWORDS : Lamb waves, mode conversion, micro scale, meso scale

I NTRODUCTION
Lamb waves ( [1], [2–4]) are well-suited for the detection of damages in thin-walled structures ( [4–9]).
At any excitation frequency they occur in at least two fundamental modes, the symmetric (Si ) and
antisymmetric (Ai ) modes. Higher wave modes are not discussed here. One effect of Lamb wave
interaction with structural discontinuities is mode conversion: The primary wave group of one mode
excites secondary waves of another mode at a discontinuity. S0 waves converting into A0 waves at an
obstacle are depicted in Figure 1, left. The effect is utilized to detect structural damages. In order
distinguish between damages and natural discontinuities, the systematic mode conversion at fibers
and weave rovings in CFRP plates is investigated in this paper. First intense research on the subject is
documented in [10]. The paper at hand adds fundamental thoughts to the matter, aiming at deepening
the understanding.

Figure 1 : Laser-vibrometric scans. Left: S0 converting into A0 mode at punctual obstacle (50kHz burst excitation in 1mm steel plate). Right: Burst-excited Lamb waves in 1mm aluminium plate at 100kHz.
Copyright © Inria (2014)
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The observation of different relevant effects via scanning laser vibrometry is presented. Parts
of the results are identified to be caused by a static, position- and direction-dependent coupling effect between in-plane strain and bending via tensile tests. A finite element volume model is used
to simulate both static loading and Lamb wave propagation in a realistically modeled woven CFRP
structure. Simulations of wave propagation in a simplified two-dimensional model are used to show a
frequency-influence on the occurrence of mode conversion.

1.

L ASER - VIBROMETRIC OBSERVATION OF MODE CONVERSION

A common technique for experimental Lamb wave observation is scanning laser vibrometry [11, 12].
Here, 1D-vibrometry is used, quantitative errors of the scanning data (see [13, 14]) occurring contrary
to 3D-vibrometry, are neglected. As a simple example, Lamb waves propagating in circular wave
crests in a homogeneous, isotropic plate, are depicted in Figure 1, right. The waves are excited through
a piezoelectric ceramic disc glued to one surface. A two-period sine burst voltage is applied with the
desired frequency. For better frequency selectivity, a von-Hann-window is used.
1.1 CFRP plates consisting of unidirectional layers
Now, anisotropic plates are under consideration. Since antisymmetric Lamb wave behavior depends
on flexural, and symmetric on axial plate stiffness, the wave crests of the two fundamental modes show
a great difference to the isotropic case and also to one another, cf. the velocity fields in a cross-ply
laminate built up from four unidirectional laminae UD255g/m2 [0◦ /90◦ ]S in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Lamb waves in cross-ply built from UD layers. Left: 50kHz, right: 100kHz.

In both plots, waves are visible within, respectively, behind the primary S0 group. These are
identified as secondary A0 Lamb waves due to their wavelength, as a result from mode conversion of
S0 into A0 , because they exist before the A0 group has reached the concerned areas due to its slowness.
Since the laminate exclusively consists of UD layers and the effect takes place only parallel
to fiber directions, the mode conversion is stated to be generated at the scale of the fiber diameter,
i.e. at microscale. The effect occurs at any tested frequency. For extended information about this
phenomenon, see [15], where the results of numerical investigations are presented.
1.2 CFRP plates consisting of woven layers
CFRP laminates can not only be built up from unidirectional laminae but also from woven layers or
combinations of both. With each method, the same macro-mechanical properties can be achieved, i.e.
equal ABD-matrices, [16, 17], may describe different set-ups. So, Figure 3 shows respective velocity
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fields in a cross-ply laminate built up from six woven twill fabric ’Köper 2/2’ layers 3k[6 ∗ 0◦ ].

Figure 3 : Lamb waves in cross-ply built from twill fabric layers. Left: 50kHz, right: 100kHz.

In addition to the mode conversion parallel to the main axes (right picture only), a 45◦ pattern is
visible within the S0 group. As seen from the right picture, this effect dies away after S0 passes. The
distance between two lines of the pattern matches the weave structure of the plate surface. It is hence
assumed to be a static effect, coupling axial and local bending deformation.

Figure 4 : Left: Geometric shift between layers of a multi-layered cross-ply, right: Lamb waves in single-layer
twill fabric plate at 100kHz.

In single layer woven plates, the coupling effect emerges with a greater magnitude due to no
compensation effects due to added stiffness, nor any in-plane shift between different layers (see Figure
4, left). Figure 4 (right) depicts Lamb waves in a single layer twill fabric plate. It becomes visible,
that no coupling occurs in the encircled areas. Also, straight lines with angles varying from the 45◦
direction emerge. These additional circumstances are discussed later within the paper.

2.

E XPERIMENTAL TENSILE TESTS

The assumed coupling effect is investigated via quasi-static tensile testing of single layer twill fabric
plates, where the phenomenon appears strongest. A standard tensile testing machine is used to load
specimens of 25mm width. The displacement observation on the surface is performed with a digital
”4D” image correlation system Q-400 from Dantec Dynamics.
The observed surface is speckled with a statistic pattern of high contrast to allow tracking of local
deformation. Two digital cameras record images at every load step, each containing two-dimensional
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Figure 5 : Left: Surface prepared for camera observation. Right: Camera set-up with clamped specimen in
testing machine.

information of the displacement field from different viewing directions. From this data, the quantified
displacements are successively computed.
The technique can be used with a single camera in order to obtain 2D in-plane information. With
two cameras, the 3D spatial data is obtained from an overdetermined (4D) system, as used in this case.
The specimen is loaded continuously, the images are recorded as a movie at a specified framerate. The
experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5.
After tensile loading of the specimens, the 45◦ pattern shows up, proving the static nature of this
effect. Figure 6 (left) shows the results of a specimen at 0◦ -orientation. The behavior is the same for
the 90◦ direction (no picture), however, no coupling is observed for the ±45◦ directions (no picture).

Figure 6 : Out-of-plane displacement in tensile loading of 0◦ specimen. Left: experiment; right: FE simulation.

3.

F INITE ELEMENT MODELING

The position- and direction-dependent coupling has to be modeled at the mesoscale, because the common method of homogenization yields only the macromechnical description of the model. The individual properties of the fiber- and matrix material are two-dimensionally accounted for in a model for
UD-layers in this research group, see [15].
Woven layers require a three-dimensional model which cannot be achieved with standard computer equipment at fiber-/microscale. However, woven layers have another scale of inhomogeneity.
Each roving can be thought of as a transverse-isotropic thread. Following this idea, the model size is
reduced and is still at the mesocale.
Figure 7 (top) depicts the micrograph of a cross-section of a CFRP twill fabric layer. The single
rovings are clearly visible as individual entities. Due to the woven structure, the cross-section of a
single roving is twisted from one thread to another. By use of hexagonally shaped areas this twist can
be discretized, see Figure 7, bottom.
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Figure 7 : Micrograph of a cross-section of a twill fabric layer (top) and zonally homogenized model (bottom).

For a three-dimensional model of the twill woven structure, the hexagonal shape of the rovings
cross sections is the simplest possible option for the volumetric bodies not to penetrate each other. All
bodies consist of a wireframe of straight lines, leading to some of the boundary areas being non-planar
patches.
Like in the real structure, volumes exist which only consist of pure matrix material without fibers
(‘resin pockets’), although in the model, their percentage (25%) is slightly higher due to the straightlined wireframe, where on the contrary the rovings are curved in reality. The geometric model is
shown in Figure 8. The spaces filled with matrix material are blinded out for better visualization. The
shape of these spaces require to use tetrahedral finite elements.

Figure 8 : Representative volume element of twill fabric plates. Left: scaled to unit lengths, right: proportional
scaling (6.7mm × 6.7mm).

The advantage of the precise model of the real structure is paid by a high computational effort:
One representative volume element has 2882 nodes for a ‘Köper 2/2’ twill fabric layer ‘3k’ (3000
fibers per roving) and covers an area of 6.7mm × 6.7mm.

4.

N UMERICAL TENSILE TESTS

Tensile tests are simulated for comparison with the experiments presented in Section 2. Figure 6
(right) depicts the out-of-plane displacements obtained from a numerical tensile test in 0◦ -direction.
The experimental result in Figure 6 (left) is confirmed. Again the coupling effect does not arise for the
±45◦ -direction (no picture). In Table 1, the macroscopic Young’s moduli of the discussed examples
are compared. The simulation results give an acceptable match with the real structure.
Table 1 : Comparison of Young’s moduli obtained from experimental and simulated tensile tests.

Angle
0◦
90◦
45◦
−45◦

Eexp /GPa
51
46
14
12
2224

EFEM /GPa
46
45
14
14
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After building a model containing only the rovings in x-direction, the sign of the local out-ofplane deformation will be constant for any load direction, but the absolute value becomes minimal for
90◦ (no picture). Building a model exclusively from y-rovings, the opposite sign occurs for any load
direction, with a minimum value at 0◦ (no picture).
Performing the experiment with the original model (x- and y-rovings considered), the sign of
each roving direction dominates for their respective tension directions, and minima (with change of
sign) occur at the ±45◦ -directions, cf. Figure 9.

Figure 9 : Left: Value and signum of out-of-plane coupling from tensile tests (with respect to specimen angle).
Right: Polar signum distribution of coupling due to wave propagation.

5.

L AMB WAVE SIMULATION

In order to limit the computational costs only single layer plates are considered in the numerical analysis. The necessarily very flat element shapes have a negative influence on the precision. Nevertheless,
pressure (S0 ) waves agree well with analytic solutions, however, the antisymmetric modes show an
error in wavelength. For the sake of brevity, the basic investigations on this are not discussed here.
For Lamb wave simulation, the numerical results are in good agreement with the experiment again,
cf. surface plots at 100kHz in Figure 10. At the given frequency, the A0 mode wavelength (center
of surface plot) clearly differs from the diagonal pattern superimposing the S0 mode due to coupling,
making it possible to distinguish both.
In contrast to quasi-static tensile tests, the polar sign distribution in one tension phase zone of
the propagating S0 wave has only two changes at −45◦ and 135◦ , see Figure 9, right. The reason for

Figure 10 : Simulation results: Lamb waves at 100kHz in a 268mm × 268mm × 0.28mm single layer twill fabric
plate. Right: Detailed view of upper right quadrant. White lines for the identification of non-45◦ oblique lines.
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this circumstance is currently being investigated with respect to the macromechanical shear-coupling
behavior of the orthotropic plate properties. Figure 10 (right) shows the formerly mentioned oblique
lines deviating from the 45◦ -angle which are identified as sign changes between tension and pressure phase zones of the S0 mode. This is difficult to discover from experimental data, however, the
numerical results allow a more precise insight here.

6.

F REQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF COUPLING - INDUCED MODE CONVERSION

Lamb wave measurements in plates from unidirectional layers show mode conversion at any tested frequency. This is due to the random distribution of fibers in the matrix material, cf. [15]. At mesoscale,
the weave rovings follow a very regular periodic pattern in relation to their geometric dimensions.
Basic investigations on mode conversion at interchanging coupling behavior between stretching and
bending are performed with a simplified 2D-model, confirming experimental results. For sake of
brevity, only the most important results are discussed here.
In such regular coupling structures, mode conversion does not occur for A0 wavelengths namely
larger than a ’coupling element’ (see Figures 3 and 8), i.e. at the corresponding low frequencies. With
increasing frequency and smaller A0 wavelengths, in the range of the coupling element or smaller,
mode conversion occurs at every coupling element, quasi continuously over the whole structure.

Figure 11 : Lamb waves at 200kHz in cross plys 3k[6 ∗ 0◦ ] (left) and 3k[0/90/0/90/0/90] (right)

Figure 11, left, depicts the Lamb wave field in a 3k[6 ∗ 0◦ ] twill fabric plate of six layers, all with
a rotation angle of 0◦ . The excitation frequency is 200kHz. At this frequency,
√ the A0 wavelength is
about 5mm, matching the dimension of the coupling effect, which is 6.7mm/ 2 ≈ 4.7mm. Between
the primary S0 and A0 wave groups, secondary A0 Lamb waves are visible, excited by mode conversion
of the S0 mode. In Figure 11, right, the experiment is repeated with a plate with the stacking sequence
3k[0/90/0/90/0/90]. Here, the coupling effect exists for both diagonal (±45◦ ) directions. Mode
conversion occurs again, accordingly in both directions in the different layers.

C ONCLUSION
Within this paper, Lamb wave propagation in CFRP plates is under investigation. After transient
burst excitation and separation of the primary A0 and S0 Lamb wave groups, a secondary A0 mode is
identified, originating from mode conversion of the primary S0 group, although the plate specimens
are assumed to be free of structural damages.
The occurrence of mode conversion in intact plates made of unidirectional prepreg layers leads
to the assumption, that the effect originates at the microscale, i.e. the micromechanics of fiber-matrix
interaction. This has been confirmed in [15]. For UD layers, the occurrence of the effect has proved
to be frequency-independent.
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In the case of CFRP laminates built of twill fabric layers, another phenomenon arises, which turns
out to be a static coupling effect between stretching and bending of the plate. The effect is locally and
directionally varyring at the mesoscopic scale. It is induced by the inner structure of twill weave
fabric. The assumptions are confirmed via tensile tests with a digital image correlation measurement
technique. A precise geometric finite element model of the weave structure is used to confirm static as
well as dynamic experimental results and explains side effects observed in the experiments. Through
additional FE simulations, the frequency dependency of mode conversion originating from the coupling effect is determined and experimentally confirmed.
By these investigations findings in [10] are confirmed and broadened. Research at issue deals
with a quantitative study on damping of Lamb waves due to mode conversion and interference with
signals of punctually applied sensors.
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